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Abstract. A BIST scheme for testing on chip DAC is pre-
sented in this paper. We discuss the generation of on chip
testing stimuli and the measurement of digital signals with a
narrow-band digital filter. We validate the scheme with soft-
ware simulation and point out the possibility of ADC BIST
with verified DAC

1 Introduction

Due to the increasing complexity of electronic systems and
the capabilities of very deep sub-micron technologies, in re-
cent years more and more system functionality has been inte-
grated onto a single chip (SoC). Consequently an increasing
number of chips that combine digital and analogue functions
is designed. High-performance applications of mixed-signal
(MS) integrated circuits (IC’s) in many areas such as wire-
less telecommunications, data exchange systems and satellite
communications have been realized. But this development
makes big challenge on the testing of Mixed-signal circuits
for such applications is more and more difficult, because it
becomes both expensive and time consuming. Then an at-
tractive alternative for the Mixed-signal testing is the Built-in
Self-Test (BIST) approach in which testing (test generation
and test application) is accomplished through built-in hard-
ware features. Recently, several BIST concepts for DA and
AD converters were proposed. In Toner and Roberts (1995),
the authors proposed a BIST approach for testing the SNR of
a delta-sigma ADC. This method employs a sine wave gen-
erator based on delta- sigma technique and digital signal pro-
cessing techniques for data analysis. But the technique needs
both on chip ADC and DAC, and powerful computation abil-
ity on chip, which is not always possible. The BIST approach
in Sunter and Nagi (1997) refers to approximating the tran-
scharacteristic of an ADC with the best fitting a 3rd order
polynomial. Then the offset, gain, and harmonic distortion
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will be computed out from this polynomial. Its drawback is
that it is very sensitive to the noise level and needs also a
powerful DSP-core on chip. By the oscillation test method
proposed in Arabi and Kaminska (1996), test vector gener-
ation problem is eliminated and the test time is very small.
Nevertheless, the impact of control logic delay and the imper-
fect analog BIST circuitry on the test accuracy are not clear.
In Azaies et al. (2000), the authors present a histogram BIST
method for ADC, which shows how many times each differ-
ent digital code word appears on the outputs. Because ADC
errors will modify the output code count and so impact the
histogram shape, offset, gain, DNL and INL can be extracted
from the results. However, the number of input patterns is so
huge that the testing time is much longer than that in other
methods. The work in Ohletz (1991) proposes a BIST ap-
proach for testing DAC-ADC pair with a Pseudo-Random
Bit Sequence (PRBS) generated by a Linear-Feedback Shift
Register (LFSR) as stimulus and a second LFSR, which com-
pacts the digital output of the ADC to generate a signature
compared to a value stored in memory. The drawback is
again the need of a powerful DSP core on chip. And all
the above methods are devoting either to the testing of ADC
or to the testing of ADC-DAC pair. In Hajjar and Roberts
(1998), the authors show a BIST method for testing a single
DAC without ADC on chip based on IEEE 1149.4. It takes
advantage of the period character of testing stimuli to trade
the analog nature of the DAC output. Nevertheless, it is not
suitable to the testing of high-speed and low voltage DAC
because the testing time is too long and the requirement on
the comparator is too fine to implement on chip.

Our work is concerned with an improved BIST scheme
for the testing of a high-speed and low voltage DAC. By
this work, we use a full digital way to produce a sine wave
with a good Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). Since we do not
relay on the on chip ADC and DAC to produce our test-
ing stimuli, our BIST strategy does not need the presence
of on chip ADC and DAC at the same time, which means
our approach is more feasible and flexible. For DAC test-
ing, we employ the one-points-multi-comparison algorithm
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Fig. 1 On-Chip DigitizerFig. 1. On-Chip Digitizer.

instead of multi-points-one-comparison algorithm in Hajjar
and Roberts (1998). Moreover, we apply two-step compari-
son to decrease the requirement of the comparator resolution.

For the evaluation of the digitized signal, we use a digital
notch filter to separate the signal from noise, which is based
on an approach for on chip time recursive implementation of
an arbitrary transform described in Padmanabhan and Martin
(1993). Thus we can avoid the application of a DSP on chip,
which makes our proposal more comm.

This paper is organized as follows. The method in Ha-
jjar and Roberts (1998) and some discussion about it are
presented briefly in Sect. 2. Then, we introduce some pre-
liminaries of our work. The BIST approach we use for on
chip DAC testing is present in Sect. 4. Simulation results are
shown in Sect. 5 to demonstrate our ideas. We conclude the
work in Sect. 6.

2 Present DAC BIST method

In Hajjar and Roberts (1998), an on chip signals extractor is
presented. The extractor consists of a single comparator and
a robust on chip reference voltage generator. Subampling
technique is used to enable the capture of analog waveforms
using a single comparator clocked appropriately (Fig. 1). Ar-
bitrary amplitude resolutions are achieved by varying the ref-
erence comparison level input to the comparator, Vref, which
is held constant for a duration equal to the time it takes the
comparator to compare all samples of the UTP (Unit Test-
ing Period) to this reference level. Once all comparisons are
made, Vref is incremented to the next quantization level, and
the process is repeated.

However, this technique can not be used for the high-
resolution and low voltage DAC. For instance, for a 16 bits
DAC with the full scale of 3.7 V (+1.85 V∼ −1.85 V), whose
least significant bit (LSB) is 56 uV, if the testing signal is a
1 kHz sine waveform (a typical situation for the testing of
voice-band chip), the testing time will be at least 1 ms×

216= 65.536 s, and that does not include the time for post-
processing. Besides this, the amplitude resolution of the
comparator will be half the LSB, namely 28 uV. Both of these
terms are no good specification for our testing and design.
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Fig 3. Digital Notch Filter
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Fig. 3. Digital Notch Filter.

We must make some improvement in order that we can em-
ploy such similar structure to the applications with high res-
olution and low supply voltage on chip.

3 Preliminaries

3.1 Testing stimuli generation

For the generation of testing stimuli, we use the following
method. Every periodic waveformf (x) can be expressed by
a Fourier series, which is an infinite sum of sine and cosine
waveforms (Oppenheim and Schafer, 1989). When a filter is
used to attenuate higher harmonics, a sinusoidal waveform
with the same period wave will be obtained at the output.
Because the trapezoid wave has very good transition band
character, if its discrete period is a multiple of 6, we will
employ such a trapezoid wave by saturating a triangular wave
to generate our testing stimuli (Fig. 2). After downsampling
the frequency to decorrecelate the sampling and generated
frequency, the signal is fed into a low pass filter (LPF) to
filter out the harmonic frequencies (Crochiere and Rabiner,
1983) so that we get a sinewave, which is lastly interpolated
to the frequency of the DAC under test.

3.2 Delta-Sigma modulation based reference voltage gen-
erator

For reference voltage generator in Fig. 1, we employ the delta
sigma modulation based approach proposed in Hawrysh and
Robert (1996). A software delta-sigma modulator converts
the desired signal into a 1-bit stream. Then this bit stream
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Fig. 4. The BIST scheme.

is transmit into a 1-bit DAC which is followed by an ana-
log low pass filter. The LPF attenuates the out-of-band high-
frequency modulation noise and therefore restores the orig-
inal waveform. In our implementation, we extract a set of
points from the bit stream which contains an integer num-
ber of signal periods under the terms of some criteria, since
the bit stream of a periodic signal is even not a periodic one.
Then we store it in the on chip memory, which is applied
to 1-bit DAC and low-pass filter periodically to generate the
desired signal.

3.3 SNDR estimation via digital notch filter

The standard industry method of SNR measurement involves
taking an FFT of the digitized signal. But it needs a DSP core
on chip, which is not always possible by BIST for mixed-
signal circuit. We will give another approach – digital narrow
band method – proposed in Padmanabhan and Martin (1993).
This filter showed in Fig. 3 has two outputs: one is band-pass
output tuned to the desired signal frequency; another one is
band-stop output including all the harmonic frequency and
noise. Xin(z) is the filter input, andXbandp(z) is the band-
pass output, andXnotch(z) is the band-stop output. If we note
A2(z) as:

A2(z) =

=
kbw + kw + (1 + kbw)z−1

+ z−2

1 + kw(1 + kbw)z−1 + kbwz−2
(1)

Then we can get the following equation:

Hnotch(z) =
Xnotch(z)

Xin(z)
= 1 + A2(z)

Hbandp(z) =
Xbandp(z)

Xin(z)
= 1 − A2(z) (2)

wherekw andkbw are determined by the desired frequency
f0 and 3 dB bandwidthω3 dB :

Kw = − cos(2πf0T )

Kbw =
1 − tan(w3dB

2 )

1 + tan(w3dB

2 )
(3)

The narrow band filter is connected to the output of on chip
digitizer. If s(n) is the digital sequence of band-pass output
andg(n) is the sequence of band-stop output, then the SNDR
of input is given by:

SNDR = 10 log10

(
σ 2

s

σ 2
g

)
= 10 log10

1
M−1

M∑
n=1

(s(n))2

1
M−1

M∑
n=1

(g(n))2 −
1

M(M−1)

M∑
n=1

(g(n))2

 (4)

Mathematically, it has been demonstrated that this SNDR
can be used as a preliminary estimate of the desired SNDR.

3.4 Two steps AD conversion technique

By AD conversion, the two steps AD conversion technique
is usually used when the resolution requirement is too small.
This two-steps architecture consists of a sampling-and-hold
circuit, a coarse flash ADC, an analog substractor, a fine
ADC, a DAC stage and a digital bits-combinator. By two-
step testing, first the S&H tracks the analog input and holds
it for coarse conversion and subtraction operation. Then the
coarse flash ADC makes a coarse digital estimate of the ana-
log input (discrete-time signal) to yield a small voltage range
around the input level. The DAC stage converts this digital
estimate into an analog signal, which is deducted from the
original analog signal through the substractor. The fine ADC
subsequently digitizes the residue signal. Lastly the digital
outputs of the coarse ADC and fine ADC are combined to
the final output.

4 The New BIST Scheme

The overall BIST topology for the proposed DAC BIST
scheme is depicted in Fig. 4. The required functional blocks
and control signals are as following (assuming that the full-
scale voltage of Mbits-DAC is 2Vref):
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Fig. 5. Two-step conversion.

• 1-bit pattern memory, 1-bit DAC and LPF together
produce the reference voltage, which rise from−Vref
to +Vref with 2M small stages and each stage lasts
UTP/2M .

• Digital Sine wave generator generates a digital si-
nus stimulus using the method we have introduced in
Sect. 3.

• The two S&H before the comparator resample the signal
with coherent sampling technique (Mahoney, 1988) in
order that the DAC output will hold constant while the
reference voltage rises through the full scale, which is
on the contrast to Hajjar and Roberts (1998), because
the testing signal in our application is 1 kHz.

• Notch filter and SNDR meter are the signal evaluation
systems on chip.

• Control logic controls the BIST processing and gives
the testing result out.

• Comparator, Code/Index memory, coarse DAC, ampli-
fier and substractor build up a two step conversion unit.
In fact, we employ a switched-capacitor ADC reported
in Song and Lee (1990) to eliminate coarse DAC, sub-
stractor, S&H and amplifier.

• Switch S1 and S2 control the comparison step. By
coarser comparison, S1 close and S2 open: while by
fine comparison, S2 close and S1 open.

5 Simulation results

To validate the proposed technique, we perform numerical
simulation by applying the sine wave signal to DAC under
test. Our DAC is a 16 bit DAC (13 effective bits) with the
full scale voltage of 3.7 V. The testing frequency is 1 kHz
with a peak to peak voltage of 3.7 V, too. Thus the SNR of
our testing stimuli must be not less the SNR of our DAC,
which is 6.02×(13+2) + 1.76 dB = 92.06 dB according to
Norsworthy et al. (1997). The testing points must be not
less than 214 = 16384. If we test so many points within
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Fig. 7. Simulation on BIST scheme.

1001 testing periods. Therefore, the total testing time is
1 ms× 1001 = 1001 ms = 1.001 s. Without two steps multi-
level comparison, we should complete each comparison in
1.001/(214

×214) s = 3.73 ns, and the min. voltage resolution
of comparator is 3.7/214

×214 V = 0.55 mV. That is a big chal-
lenge for design and layout. For two steps, the coarse com-
parison takes place firstly (get the MSB of the “ADC”) and
then LSB will be worked out through the fine comparison.
The coarse and fine multi-level comparison times are both 27,
thus the comparison time for each level is 1.001/(214

×2×27)
s = 238.67 ns, and the voltage resolution of comparator is
3.7/27 V = 29 mV. This is obviously not a difficulty for de-
sign engineers.

First, we make a simulation on the digital sinus genera-
tor, which can achieve a SNDR over 110 dB (Fig 6.). Then
we simulate the whole system in Matlab/Simulink (Fig. 7),
and the simulation results demonstrate that our BIST method
works very well.
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6 Conclusion and discussion

We present a BIST scheme for testing on chip DAC. The
main advantage are (1) it does not need the presence of a
powerful DSP core on chip, (2) does not need both ADC and
DAC on chip, and (3) can test low power and high resolution
DAC. We also show how to get an accurate testing stimulus
and how to evaluate digital signal without DSP on chip. And
the simulation results verify our BIST scheme.

If there is ADC on chip and the resolution of DAC is better
than that of ADC, we can test it with our verified DAC by
connecting the their analog part together, then send digital
signal to DAC and collect/analyze the output digital signal
from the ADC.

Considering the difference between the ideal model under
Matlab and the real situation, we are devoting to design a
test chip for verifying our ideas further. Owing to the nonlin-
early and mismatch of the capacitor by CMOS technology,
we will first implement a 10 bits DAC BIST design. More-
over, future work involves also the development error model
of BIST components and the research of their effect on final
testing results.
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